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Judicial Department Responses to Recommendations from the Colorado 

Commission on Judicial Discipline 

August 1, 2022 

__________________________________________________________________ 

 

Members of the Interim Committee on Judicial Discipline, 

Since the last Interim Committee hearing on July 12, 2022, representatives from the Judicial 

Department and the Commission met and discussed the full list of recommendations put forward 

by the Commission in its June 14, 2022, report and subsequent summary.  The meeting was 

productive, and the discussion covered many questions and concerns.  The Department and the 

Commission found common ground on several of the Commission’s recommendations, although 

a number of details need to be addressed regarding their implementation.  Although we do not 

agree with all of the Commission’s recommendations, the Department and the Commission are 

not and should not be adversaries in this process.  It is clear that both parties want a robust, fair, 

and more transparent system of judicial discipline, which is essential to Colorado’s merit 

selection and retention system.    

The Judicial Department’s positions, reasoning, and remaining questions are discussed below.  

Where there are areas of disagreement, the Department’s comments reflect its overarching 

concerns about creating a system that injects politics into judicial discipline proceedings, as well 

as its goal of ensuring that any reforms to the system retain appropriate checks and balances so 

that no entity involved the process has unchecked power or is unaccountable for its decisions.   

 

Commission Recommendation Regarding Accountability and Core Conflicts: 

Maintain existing structure that is unified system with two tiers of decision-making.  Discipline 

Commission remains the same as it is with same investigatory/adjudicatory roles.  Final 

decision-maker change from Supreme Court to multi-perspective board comprised of judges, 

lawyers, and citizens. 

o Judges shall be majority/minority of members (policy issue for decision) 

o Consider 3 judges, 3 lawyers, 4 citizens, and a person with prior judicial 

discipline experience discussed below. 

o Judge members divided between appellate courts, district courts, and county courts. 

o Appointment power of judge members also divided between the representative groups so 

that no single group of judiciary exercises control of member selection.  Appeals judges 

as a whole select appellate judge member, district court judges as a whole select district 

court judge member, county court judges as a whole select county court judge member. 

o One lawyer position reserved for affinity bars and selected by those groups collectively in 

a system of their design. 
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o Lawyer and citizen members otherwise appointed by governor and confirmed by senate. 

o One additional member appointed by the Discipline Commission from its former (not 

current) members to provide institutional knowledge. This person would recuse on any 

individual cases in which the person participated while on the Commission. 

o Final discipline decisions could remain subject to due process review by court system 

(equivalent of C.R.C.P. 106 review) but this board’s decision is otherwise final. 

Response from the Judicial Department:   

A system like the one proposed here does not exist in any other state.  Under the current 

constitutional structure, the Court reviews the Commission’s recommendation where the 

Commission seeks public discipline of a judge.  (The Court has no reviewing role where the 

Commission resolves a matter by informal remedial action such as a private censure.)  This 

structure is consistent with the Court’s inherent power and ultimate responsibility to regulate the 

practice of law and the judicial branch.   The ABA Model Rules for Judicial Disciplinary 

Enforcement similarly provide for final review of discipline decisions by the highest court of the 

state because “[t]he highest court has the inherent power and final responsibility to regulate the 

judicial branch of government.”  No investigation has revealed that this basic structure of 

Colorado’s current system is deficient.  Thus, the justification for making such a significant and 

novel change to the current system is conspicuously lacking.  To the extent the concern stems 

from the possibility of future conflict-of-interest issues, case-by-case recusal pursuant to the 

Code of Judicial Conduct (which applies to participation in judicial discipline proceedings) 

ensures that any action by the Court is free from conflict.  Although the Rules of Judicial 

Discipline do not specifically address recusal processes for the Supreme Court in judicial 

discipline proceedings, the Court has proposed a rule for the Commission’s consideration that 

would expressly address recusal through a fair and transparent process that ensures that the 

Court’s review is conducted by conflict-free judicial officers.   

If the Interim Committee is considering the creation of a final decision-making Board similar to 

the Commission’s proposal, several details and novel issues will need to be considered.  The 

Department is concerned that the proposed structure could politicize the discipline process, 

which is currently apolitical.  Many details of this proposal remain unclear, such as term length, 

oversight over the Board, an applicable code of conduct and recusal provisions, and the process, 

if any, to challenge the impartiality of a member on the panel, among many others.   

Additionally, requiring the Commission, which functions as the investigator and prosecutor of 

judicial discipline cases, to appoint one of its former members to the final decision-making 

Board is fraught with potential conflict and diminishes procedural fairness. It would be 

analogous to a system permitting a District Attorney to appoint a former member of its office to 

the jury in a criminal case it was prosecuting.  Such a system would present the appearance of 

bias and immediately raise questions of conflicts and fundamental fairness for a criminal 

defendant.   
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The Department further believes that allowing groups of judges to pick their own representatives 

could lead to inappropriate internal politicking and create the public appearance of protectionism 

inherent in groups of judges selecting the individuals that could decide discipline against them.  

In light of these continuing questions, the Department does not support this proposal.   

 

Commission Recommendation Regarding Special Masters Pool:   

Create pool of individuals to supply special masters for formal proceedings.  Set a number, at 

least 6 maybe up to 9.  Serve in pool for several years, choose a district court or appellate court 

length, to gain subject expertise and institutional knowledge.  Stagger terms.  Draw from this 

pool when formal proceedings undertaken.  Commission or new Board to select, or combined 

selection process. 

At hearing, an Interim Committee member raised the idea of having the special masters be a 

multi-perspective group rather than exclusively judges.  The Commission finds this to be a 

reasonable proposal. 

Response from the Judicial Department:   

The Department agrees that it would be beneficial to have a pool of special masters who 

understand the disciplinary rules and process.  The Department believes a pool larger than 9 

would be necessary to ensure that diverse perspectives are available in each disciplinary matter 

and that there are available special masters should there be issues with conflicts or availability.  

If non-judges will serve as special masters, there must be a defined process for identifying and 

appointing those special masters that is free from political influence.   

The Department indicated to the Commission that it is also open to a selection process for the 

special masters in which a larger list of special masters is generated (perhaps randomly drawn 

from the pool or chosen by the Chief Justice); the Commission and respondent judge could then 

strike a set number of special masters from that larger list to arrive at the final panel.     

The Department is also open to a somewhat different proposal, under which the pool of special 

masters would include judges, attorneys, and citizens, each with different appointing authorities.  

Under this approach, a panel of three special masters would be randomly selected for a case and 

would include one judge, one attorney, and one citizen.   

 

Commission Recommendation Regarding Commission Member Terms:   

Set terms of Commission Members at same length as pool members and Board members, range 

of 6-8 so that gain greater expertise and insulate from influence.  Can make single full term in 

light of longer term length.   

Change appointment authority for judge members from Supreme Court to be consistent with the 

suggestion above to limit influence of single, small group. 
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Response from the Judicial Department:   

The Department and the Commission representatives discussed various terms and discussed the 

possibility of two five-year terms for commission members. The Department remains concerned 

that, the longer the term of appointment, the more difficult it is to find volunteers for these 

appointments.  The Department believes a four-year term with the possibility of reappointment, 

allowing for a total of eight years on the Commission, is appropriate and matches the ABA 

Model Rules for Judicial Disciplinary Enforcement.  Alternatively, the Department would 

support a single six-year term, which is consistent with the term for judicial nominating 

commissions. 

Both the IAALS Report and the ABA Model Rule recommendations support varied appointing 

authorities, with the judge members appointed by the highest court of the state, lawyers 

appointed by the state bar, and governor-appointed public members. The Department supports 

the current appointment process in which the Governor appoints a majority of the Commission, 

with the consent of the Senate, and the Supreme Court appoints a minority number of district 

court and county court judges.  However, the Department sees merit in the position taken by 

IAALS and the ABA that attorney members be appointed by the state bar association.  As stated 

above, the Department is opposed to any appointment system that politicizes the appointment 

process. Along these lines, the Department is concerned that having categories of judges select 

their own representatives could lead to inappropriate politicking for a position or give the public 

appearance of judges trying to protect their own constituency.  

 

Commission Recommendation Regarding Transparency:   

Consider changing confidentiality border from conclusion of formal proceedings to filing of 

formal proceedings.  Changes on this issue will require constitutional amendment.  

Response from the Judicial Department:   

The Department agrees that full confidentiality should cease when formal proceedings are filed.  

Representatives from the Department and the Commission discussed details about what 

information would be public and when, the need to protect victim and witness information, and 

designing a system that encourages victims and witnesses to come forward.  The Department 

believes this issue merits further consideration, and that some of these areas could be addressed 

through rulemaking.  The Commission raised the issue of confidentiality in disability 

proceedings, where the Commission may institute proceedings to retire a judge or justice due to a 

disability.  This issue is worthy of discussion now and in the adoption of any future rules.  

 

Commission Recommendation Regarding Disqualification Standards.   
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Make standards uniform and clear.  Codify in statute that Judicial Code (e.g., Rule 2.11) governs 

disqualification of decision makers at every level of judicial discipline.  Prior legislative draft 

can be reviewed on this issue.   

Response from the Judicial Department:   

Rule 2.11, which governs a Judicial Officer’s obligation to disqualify in a judicial proceeding, 

already governs the judge members of the Commission, the special masters, and the Supreme 

Court in judicial discipline proceedings. The Department is not opposed to Rule 2.11 applying to 

all individuals in the disciplinary process (including attorneys and citizen members).  However, 

the Department has some concerns that Rule 2.11 may not be an ideal fit for the attorney or 

citizen members involved in the process, as much of the language in Rule 2.11 addresses the 

judicial function of a judge and may not contemplate conflict scenarios that would apply to 

attorneys or citizen members.  Further, unlike judicial officers, an attorney or citizen member 

who violates 2.11 is not inherently subject to any supervision or consequence related to that 

violation.   

The IAALS report on judicial discipline emphasizes that “Commissioners and staff members 

should be governed by a written, detailed, mandatory, and enforceable code of conduct.”  All 

members of the Commission are currently subject to a Code of Conduct contained in RJD 3.5, 

which the Court adopted (with certain additions and modifications) based on a proposal that the 

Commission presented to the Court.  It is unclear why the Commission wants to move away 

from the existing Code of Conduct, which more closely tracks the specific nature of the work of 

the Commission, but the Court is open to further discussions about the disqualification standards 

and the applicability of Rule 2.11.  The Department has asked the Commission to propose 

changes to RJD 3.5 consistent with its proposal above.    

Pursuant to the constitutional authority of the court, and consistent with SB22-201, the Supreme 

Court has proposed an amendment to the Rules of Judicial Discipline to address potential 

conflicts and disqualifications for Supreme Court justices.  The Department will share more 

information on the proposal and rules process with the Interim Committee in the coming days. 

 

Commission Recommendation Regarding Rulemaking Authority: 

Place rulemaking authority with Discipline Commission, consistent with Judicial Performance 

Commissions and majority of other states. 

Response from the Judicial Department:   

Under article VI, section 2 of the Colorado Constitution, the Supreme Court has general 

superintending authority over all courts of the state, and as such, is responsible for developing 

rules for judicial proceedings.  Consistent with that general authority, article VI, section 23(3)(h) 

vests the supreme court with rulemaking authority for procedures before the Discipline 

Commission. The Court’s rulemaking process in other areas involves tasking a diverse 

committee with reviewing and discussing proposals and making recommendations to the Court 
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for rules changes.  Significant proposed changes are then published for comment, and the Court 

holds a public hearing.  This kind of structure has been lacking for proposed amendments to the 

Rules of Judicial Discipline.  The Department is considering a more formal committee structure 

similar to that used for proposed amendments to other court rules. Such a committee structure 

should include representation by the Commission.  The Department nevertheless believes the 

Supreme Court remains the appropriate rulemaking authority.  As the Commission highlights, 

the Judicial Performance Commission (JPC) has its own rulemaking authority.  The JPC, 

however, is a statutory creation that does not adjudicate disputes but instead serves to inform 

voters about the performance of judges.  In contrast, the Discipline Commission functions within 

the court system, using court processes, and decides disputed matters impacting judges’ careers 

and livelihoods.  The Court’s role in rulemaking remains an appropriate check on the 

disciplinary system to ensure due process, particularly if the Court’s authority in other areas of 

the disciplinary process is diminished or eliminated.  Unlike the Commission, the Court is 

accountable to the voters.  

 

Commission Recommendation Regarding Subpoena Power:   

Codify in statute subpoena power of Discipline Commission effective and available from 

decision to evaluate potential misconduct forward.   

Response from the Judicial Department:    

The Commission’s current subpoena authority is addressed in Rules of Judicial Discipline 4 and 

22.  The Department supports further clarification of the Commission’s subpoena authority, 

either through rule amendments or statutory changes.  The Department is reviewing whether the 

Commission’s subpoena authority is appropriate to address in statute under the current 

constitutional structure.  

To the extent that the Commission seeks such broad subpoena power, the Department worries 

that would enable the commission to issue subpoenas untethered to specific complaints. 

Naturally, the Commission’s subpoena authority should be related and limited to its 

constitutional charge.  

If the Commission’s subpoena authority is codified in statute, the legislature should look to other 

entities with statutory subpoena and consider how that power is typically circumscribed.  The 

Colorado Civil Rights Commission, for example, has statutory subpoena authority under section 

24-34-206, C.R.S. Unlike the Commission’s proposal, that statute does not allow for subpoena 

authority based merely on a decision to evaluate potential misconduct.  Rather, it specifies that, 

after a charge is filed alleging discrimination and after a determination that the alleged 

discrimination or unfair practice imposes a significant societal or community impact, the Civil 

Rights Commission may issue a subpoena limited to matters directly related to the charge.  Such 

a subpoena is enforceable through the district court for the district in which the alleged 

discrimination has occurred.   
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Similarly, the ABA Model Rules for Judicial Disciplinary Enforcement state that the disciplinary 

body should have subpoena authority only after a full investigation is authorized (which occurs 

after screening and a preliminary investigation) and the subject judge is notified of the 

investigation.  The Model Rules also specify the mechanism for enforcement or quashing of 

subpoenas.   

The Department believes that any proposed statutory or rule change needs to address the extent 

and limits of the Commission’s subpoena authority, and the venue for challenging or enforcing a 

subpoena from the Commission.   

 

Commission Recommendation Regarding Verification and Enforcement Mechanism:   

The Commission proposes a verification method to ensure compliance with the SB 22-201 duty 

of disclosure placed on the Department and a means of enforcement if a dispute arises. 

o In prior draft legislation, a verification system was proposed in which a member of the 

judiciary would certify compliance with the duty of disclosure annually.  The 

Commission is open to other ideas for a mechanism of verification. 

o For dispute resolution, the parties continue to discuss ideas with no specific points of 

dispute at this time.  One idea is to create enforcement mechanism for 

discovery/disclosure disputes for pre-formal proceedings phase.  Use three judge panel 

drawn from trial judges not of the district involved in the matter.  Judicial selects one, 

Commission selects one, those two select the third.  Decisions, subject to redactions to 

conceal identities, are public and have precedential value.  

 

Response from the Judicial Department:   

The Department opposes an annual certification process as impractical given the size of the 

Department; it is impossible for any individual to certify compliance by 4,000 judges and 

employees.  The Department believes that the statutory disclosure obligation is sufficient to 

compel compliance.  The Department will work with the Commission to ensure the 

Department’s reporting and disclosure obligations are clear and that routine and consistent 

training is provided on these obligations.   

There may be times when the Commission, the subject judge, the Department, or a third party 

are not in agreement on issues of disclosures, document production, or something else in the 

disciplinary process.  For resolving these disputes, the Department agrees with the idea of a 

three-judge panel.  The Department has reservations about the decisions resolving disclosure 

disputes being public, given that the proceedings at that stage generally would be confidential.  It 

is also unclear what is meant by stating that such decisions have precedential value.  The 

Department is open to the decisions of the three-judge panels being available in subsequent 

judicial discipline proceedings, whether related or unrelated.  The Interim Committee should 
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give additional consideration to an appellate process and enforcement mechanism for decisions 

of the panels. 

  

Commission Recommendation Regarding Funding:   

Set source of funding that is insulated from politics and performance of the economy, consistent 

with funding for Judicial Performance Commissions.  

Response from the Judicial Department:   

The current independent funding is ideal because it includes a mixture between general fund 

direct sourcing and the new special cash fund.  General Fund revenue is widely recognized as the 

most reliable and sustainable source of revenue in the state.  The Department does not agree with 

any proposal in which the legislature would appropriate attorney registration fees assessed by the 

Supreme Court pursuant to its independent constitutional authority to regulate the practice of 

law.  Funding the Commission with fees that are within the Supreme Court’s purview 

undermines the General Assembly’s progress in providing financial independence to the 

Commission via SB 22-201. 

 

Commission Recommendation Regarding Victim’s Rights Act:   

Probably best to handle by rule, but enact a version of a VRA for discipline and authorize 

Commission to protect identity of complaining witnesses to the extent practical to limit 

retaliation risks. 

Response from the Judicial Department:   

The Department and the Commission agree that legislative direction for the disciplinary process 

to keep complainants informed and take reasonable steps to protect their privacy is appropriate.  

The specifics are likely best addressed by rule.  The Department wants to ensure that any 

legislation does not foreclose restorative justice or similar processes that would encourage 

victims to report; that it keeps victims reasonably informed throughout the process; that it 

provides victims a voice in the complaint and resolution process; and that it does not discourage 

victims from reporting misconduct.   

 

Commission Recommendation Regarding Metrics:   

Under SB 22-201, the Commission will track demographic statistics in addition to its existing 

tracking of trends in misconduct complaints that it reports annually.  The Commission is to 

report this information in the SMART process.  The Judiciary’s SMART process reporting 

should be amended to include a report on what actions it has taken in response to these trends.  

Response from the Judicial Department:   
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This Department believes this concept needs further definition and specificity regarding the 

statistics and trends that are being tracked.  Data collection may prove useful to provide more 

information to the public and inform public policy.  At times, data collection proves to be more 

challenging than anticipated, so it would be helpful to have discussions now about the data to be 

tracked and limits or hindrances that aren’t immediately apparent.  The Department agrees that 

the Commission should share workplace trends and perceived culture problems.  The 

Department agrees with the Commission that periodic conferral regarding the trends and 

concerns would be helpful.  

 


